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This paper demonstrates an approach to evaluating production factors related to
schedule and resources based on changes to the production process. A discrete event
simulation model was developed to evaluate different production factors, such as
arrival times, number of entities, resource availabilities, and work in process (WIP)
times, compared to the total yield at a production facility. This model helped to
develop relationships between the required asset resource usages and the overall
production resource allocation with the related effects to process wait times and
production outputs. A comparative analysis with cost was performed to determine
the effect that varied resources had on the total output to determine the optimal
solution to increasing and/or maintaining the production yields of those prior to the
changes to the production process. The model developed as part of this research
serves as a framework for comparative analysis between production factors and cost
composed of an array of test cases. The goal of approaching production based on
related factors was to demostrate the effect that redesigning a product and the related
production process has on the processing wait times and production outputs. Two
scenarios were created to demonstrate the model’s applicability to different
production facilities. The first scenario models a moderately sized, low yield
production facility and the second scenario models a moderately sized, high yield
iii

production facility. The results helped to successfully develop a model that is able
to provide analytical data to a business case proposal for optimizing production
resource allocations. Future research areas were identified for extending this work.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction
In the production world, maintaining schedule to meet deliverables is the
most important facet and responsibility of the production facilities [1]. To maintain
the strict scheduling requirements, it is necessary to allocate the appropriate amount
of resource (e.g. equipment, personnel, tools, space, etc.) to the production facilities.
Any changes to a normalized production flow create hinderances and delays that
need to be accounted for as to adhere to the scheduling requirements. Deviations to
the standard production process, which may affect scheduled production outputs,
include: manufacturing rework, new design implementation, and modified
production processes [2–6]. When these abnormalities present themselves in the
production environment, there is newfound reason for adaption of the in-place
production system and processes. As such an evaluation of the current allocations is
required to be analyzed and reviewed in order to ensure that production schedule will
be maintained [3,7].
Production flow may be best thought of as a series of interdependent taskoriented networks that rely on event sequencing [8]. There are a great multitude of
factors that go into the development of event sequencing. These factors can be
analytically represented as parameters to be inputted as control policies for
production [9]. The described parameters include items such as: quantity, demand,
processing time, setup time, due date, and completion time [8]. There are additional
factors that can be considered, however, these few factors are the core of decision
making for production management when evaluating and creating production
schedules. There are a few methods and techniques used to evaluate the production
scheduling control factors for planning. Two of these methods most commonly used
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are the Critical Path Method (CPM) and Program Evaluation and Review Technique
(PERT) [10–12]. These two methods are generally used in conjunction of one
another. The CPM constructs a model containing a list of all required tasks, the tasks
durations, the dependency between tasks, and the project milestones. The model
delivers a solution of the longest path based on the varying combination of potential
path’s from beginning to end of the project. At this point, the tasks that lay along the
longest path are deemed critical, as failure to complete these tasks within the allotted
time frame will extend the total project length, and in essence, cause delays to the
project. Any task not deemed as critical will then have schedule float available, as
long as any potential delays to non-critical activities do not extend past the total
duration of the critical path. A PERT diagram is comprised of two main components:
event succession and task duration. The event succession is responsible for ordering
the sequence of events based upon the required predecessor and successor events.
Time is applied to the event sequencing by calculating the expected time based on
project estimations of the optimistic, pessimistic, and most likely times before
relating the expected time to each individual task. Additionally, the project tasks can
be given a standard deviation based on the previously mentioned calculation. These
components are then applied to a Gantt chart or network diagram for visualization
[11]. The application of these scheduling methodologies to production requires
further definition of the individual tasks in addition to describing the flow of these
tasks.
To define a production task, there are two questions that must be answered:
What is to be accomplished? And, how will it be accomplished? In production, the
sole focus is located in asset creation. The main goal is to deliver a completed product
that meets the customer’s expectations within the allotted time period [13]. The
production process is required to be repeatable with little variance in the final product
to maintain a quality standard. The accomplishment of product delivery to the
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customer within the schedule requirements demonstrates an effective production
facility. The process of arriving at product delivery, successfully, is extremely
tedious as every facet of production needs to be accounted for prior to beginning the
manufacturing of the product. This portion of the manufacturing planning is where
resources are allocated towards production with the associated item and personnel
quantities and hours required for task completion [14,15]. Every task is treated as a
line-item appearing in production work breakdown structures (WBS) to the
production contract [11]. When all tasks are defined the result is the completion of
production requirements and their associated parameters for a fully defined process.
From the development of the WBS, there is a derived factor of production
costs. Intrinsic to business management, cost is a factor that does not technically limit
the possibility of accomplishing a task, however, it does limit the feasibility and
profitability of completing said task. With cost being a derived factor, it is easily
attributed to resources and schedule [16]. Based on this linkage, cost is generally
used as the objective function to evaluate production factors as decision variables
and relate them to the instance in time [12,17,18]. From these relationships a
production solution is available to be leveraged as a business proposal to help
determine the feasibility of completing production items with the fewest attributed
costs. Furthermore, this acts a method of testing production efficiencies and
determining potential areas of improvement.
The overall goal for operating a production facility is to accomplish tasks in
the most efficient way possible. The best way to achieve that goal is by utilizing the
fewest number of resources and reducing the amount of time required to complete
tasks without adversely affecting the quality of the product [19]. The characterizing
of production factors, such as priority, work in process (WIP), available capacity,
queuing size, etc., all assist in the development of the performance analysis of a
production facility [20]. Once those production factors are linked to schedule, cost,
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and resources, a complete optimization is able to be performed as the behavior of the
facility has been completely decomposed. Ultimately, this optimization serves as a
method for achieving operational efficiency.

Motivation
There have been many studies performed in the nine major research area of
production: (i) product and manufacturing systems design; (ii) process planning; (iii)
production planning, scheduling and control; (iv) facilities design and location; (v)
material handling and storage systems; (vi) information systems; (vii) supply chain;
(viii) human factors; (ix) business practices and processes [21,22]. While each area
of focus has specific attributes to define them, there is still an overlap that occurs
when studying the subject of production. The reason this overlap exists is due to the
necessity for understanding the interactions between various areas in order to
completely grasp how a production facility is able to control and monitor the
attributed variables. The interactions truly define the method of operation at various
production facilities. This paper relates the topics of systems design, process
planning, production planning, and facilities design by incorporating each aspect as
a production factor and demonstrating the interdependency of those factors.
The approach taken for this research topic is not a novel achievement in
demonstrating the interdependency of production factors, as simulation models have
already been successfully demonstrated in the study of production factors [10,23–
25]. However, the use of such methods, when applied to changing production
processes at an operational production facility for the merging of newly developed
products/assets to existing production lines, is a far less utilized concept. Most of the
applicable research revolves around the development of product reworks,
maintenance, and quality control as feedback within production lines [4,6,26,27].
Development of this research area contributes to the modularity and adaptability of
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existing production facilities when faced with producing new or modified products
using the existing available resources. The ability to use the structure of a production
facility that has already been developed and successfully tested, ultimately
demonstrates a cost savings opportunity that should be pursued by a production
facility [3].

Intellectual Merit
This research represents a method of evaluating production resources to
ensure the future modularity and adaptability of production facilities. The use of
simulation models as analytical comparisons tools is a heuristic approach for the
measurement of current system data compared to the use of historical data as a
baseline for decision making [28]. The structured flow demonstrated within models
allows for system decomposition to the key components. This decomposition helps
to derive deterministic control policies from the seemingly stochastic generation and
flow of production assists [9]. Not only is this method used as a system’s
decomposition, it is also used as a way for the simplification of controlling variables.
During the elicitation of variables, the ability to construct a practically applicable
model depends on the development of a focused set of decision variables [1].
Exceedingly complex models can be computationally impractical detracting from the
focus of the original objectives. A model is intended to be an extension of the
controlling variables used to interpret the relationships maintained between oneanother and provide concise solutions to the objectives formed when first creating
that model. In terms of the model developed in this paper, the solution is intended to
be used as a comparative factor to demonstrate the effects of changing variables and
defining how those changes relate to a cost-based optimization study.
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Broader Impact
The implementation of a DES model as a comparative approach to
developing recommendations of potential business solutions for production resource
management activities demonstrates a larger applicability to production
optimization. The research presents a method for examining relationships between
product and process modularity as well as the performance measures resulting in
analytically backed recommendation [29]. As production facilities evolve and
incorporate representative process models for analyzing production feature, there
will be a complete transition to agile manufacturing controls with the characteristics
of visibility, accountability, trackability, responsiveness, and flexibility within a
dynamic system [20]. The intended effect is to provide a transparent view of
production interaction that are normally unable to be entirely represented by current
production analyses. With this new tooling, production facilities will be able to
accomplish production management paradigms of lean, agile, resilient, and green
(LARG) to accomplish the key objects, sought throughout the production world, of
being efficient, streamlined, and sustainable [30,31]. Ultimately, the improvements
achieved by incorporating the model developed in this paper to the production
management and control process will vastly change how resources are viewed in the
scope of conservation. The associated benefits that come with the incorporation of
models to production processes are a direct result of successfully achieving
predictive changes by method of analytical analysis.

Research Questions and Objectives
This paper describes a simplistic approach to evaluating manufacturing
resources in a modified production environment. The goal of this Discrete Event
Simulation (DES) Model is to demonstrate generalized manufacturing processes and
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allow for a comparative analysis of schedule and resources to be performed using
objective optimization methodologies. The specific production factors to be
evaluated are the production resources of labor, equipment/tools, and manufacturing
lines/buildings. These production factors are to be analyzed by changes of production
outputs versus the cost of additional resources. A variable feedback to develop a fluid
schedule is beyond the considerations addressed in this paper, therefore, schedule
output requirements will remain static. The risk associated with this decision, and
inherent in the production world, includes the inability to meet contractual
deliverables and schedules with negative consequences to incentives.
The questions that this research aims to answer at the conclusion are as
follows:
1) How does changing resource allocations affect production outputs?
2) Does attributing cost to resources effectively demonstrate the overall
process optimization?
3) How does a changing design affect the standard operational process
at a production facility?
4) What additional factors require consideration in the development of
a production model?
While this research’s objective is to develop a generalized structure for
merging a newly designed product and the previous iteration of that product as part
of the same processing line to update and output a singular product in the
configuration of the newest production version, it should be understood that there are
potential scenarios that would render this model’s applications as inapt. The
expansion of those scenarios is beyond the scope of this research.
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Chapter 2:
Background
There are a few concepts that require further understanding in reviewing the
development and operation of production facilities. This chapter discusses the topics
of agile/lean manufacturing, product lifecycle, production factors, and the effects of
modifications in manufacturing. Additionally, a brief analysis of related DES and
cost models is conducted to demonstrate applicability to this research.

Agile/Lean Manufacturing
Upon initial approach, the methodologies developed in this thesis relate to
lean and agile manufacturing. While thought of as one and the same, there are
actually a few distinctions that need to be understood between the two. Lean
manufacturing is a result of the production environment and its constraints; it is
developed by the application of strategies for the betterment of usage of the
constrained resources. On the other hand, agile manufacturing is the result of the
unpredictability of the production environment developed by the associated
complexity of change [21,30]. Both of these methodologies are applicable as they
serve different purposes when applying them to a changing process and attempting
to maintain the same operational constraints. There are additional circumstances
towards the use of both lean and agile methodologies. The inherent need to optimize
a process, making the process, as well as the product, better stems from the factors
of quality, delivery, cost, and flexibility [32]. These are important to the business
aspects of manufacturing and generally govern all business decisions and rhythms.
Depending on the weighting of the optimization factors, there are potentially multiple
solutions that are presented before a final decision is made. This aspect is an
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important component of decision making in manufacturing that is often overlooked.
The combination of lean and agile manufacturing allows for all those factors to be
reviewed when structuring a model with relationship driven, independent agents as
the manufacturing factors. Additionally, it is worth noting that the simulation of
manufacturing systems using lean and agile strategies is dependent on the industrial
facility size and production scope, meaning “solutions must be tailored to
accommodate specific applications in order to maximize impact” [28]. Incorporating
lean and agile methods by simulation allows industry professionals the capability of
evaluating the effectiveness of implementation prior to investing funds to execute
modification to the manufacturing process.
Researchers have argued that the best use of agile and lean manufacturing
methodologies are in a multi-agent system (MAS) [20,33]. A MAS effectively
decomposes many production variables as separate agents, allowing them to be easily
modified. The benefits of using such a system allows for the dexterity of the system
model as different components are considered modular, hence easily changed,
without the structural losses of the model itself. While the intended application is for
continuous simulation, this system is easily applied to a discrete model. An important
component to using MAS as the modeling architecture is the ability to relate and
evaluate cost components.

Product Lifecycle
The product lifecycle can be split into four major stages: (i) Introduction; (ii)
Growth; (iii) Maturity; and (iv) Decline [34]. A further decomposition of the product
lifecycle is shown in Figure 1.
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Need/
Opportunity
Concept
Development
Product Design

Redesign
implementation

Production
Deployment
Support/
Maintenance
Modifications/
Updates
Retierment/
Disposal

Figure 1: Product Lifecycle
The product lifecycle can be considered a cyclical timeline of milestones and
events that occur from the beginning to end of a product. The recursive nature of a
lifecycle imposes that on occasion there are additional iterative activities that will
cause cycling of steps within the lifecycle. This is not a common occurrence;
however, when developing and producing extended-life, complex integrated
solutions that require system updates and refreshes to maintain the overall deployed
life, an increase of redesign type activities will occur to maintain the product
functionality. A consideration that is required when performing the redesign activity
is that reintroduction to the production phase “can either be done by means of
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existing manufacturing processes, a modified manufacturing process or it can even
require a complete new manufacturing process” [35]. Furthermore, a persisting
challenge is converging the solutions into a unified product and process [3].

Production Factors
Production factors can vary depending on the level at which they are being
examined. All relevant factors can be characterized within a category of scheduling,
resources, or cost/profit. There are tradeoffs between each category that can be linked
and evaluated for a determination of the best business solution. Optimization
between these categories generally have additional factors, such as quality and risk,
to be considered, however those are optional factors which are relevant only based
on the customer’s specifications or willingness to accept risk [14]. Generally, the
optimization of production factors is not the only review that occurs after a solution
is found. Multiple solutions can be demonstrated as long as they satisfy the
requirements and constraints, making the operational variables adjustable [1].

Scheduling
Scheduling should be characterized as a sequence of batches containing
intermediate buffers [8]. A lot of production scheduling is task repetition and those
batches are tasks associated to an asset. The manufacturing of those assets requires
careful production scheduling in relation to resource management. When scheduling
production operations, the decision to continue to the next task is dependent on the
“precedence constraints and current resource availability” [16]. Having multiple
operations compete for limited resource creates production bottlenecks, if resource
allocations are not properly scheduled. A method to mitigate these production
bottlenecks is by operation dispersion, in other words, scheduling operations that
require the same resources so they are not conflicting. To ensure that these operations
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do not conflict, task duration must be defined prior to composing a schedule. Task
durations are subject to the accumulation mean of historical data, developed by the
continual performance of the specific task. It is worth noting, that task durations are
probabilistic by nature and sometimes require built-in float, as to not delay
production operations. This leads into schedule reliability and calculating the output
lateness to determine the relative difference between actual and planned task
completion [36]. A risk assessment is required to determine if doing so is necessary.
A fully defined task is best incorporated to schedules by methods of PERT and CMP
[11,12].
The constraints of production are defined by schedule. The ability to maintain
the schedule deliverables ultimately results in an efficient process. The ability to
optimize that process helps to reduce any associated costs [15]. Part of developing
schedule optimization is the creation of a resource pool, making “it easier to
administrate the different resources assigned to activities” [10]. Having a singular
area to pull resources from assists in the production planning as there is no limiting
factor in the assignment of resources to tasks and the resource allocation is solely
reliant on the availability of the resource. The largest beneficiary of resource pooling
is in an automated manufacturing execution system (MES), where continuous
feedback is applied in a monitor-analyze-plan-execute (MAPE) loop generating
emergent scheduling [33].

Resources
Production resources can be defined as any input required for the completion
of production tasks. These resources include factors such as labor, space,
equipment/tooling, machinery, etc. There are secondary factors associated with
production as well; these include factors are not necessary for the actual completion
of production operations, however they are required for production maintenance and
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continual operations (e.g. machine oil, compressed air, materials/consumables, etc.)
[37]. Resources are limited by quantity; production requires a precise number of
available resources to accomplish a task. Therefore, resources need to be allocated
by production priorities. In the case of a single capacity-constrained resource, such
as manufacturing machinery, the development of production assets or batches are
generally assigned as a first-come, first-serve allocation, however there are cases
where priority is the allocation parameter. These resources are designated as critical
resources, because loss of resource functionally, operation, or availability will have
significant impacts to production [26]. This is a reason for manufacturing
maintenance cycle, as these resources are high-use subjected to deteriorations and
failures that increase continuously over time [5].
A commonly associated factor with resources is cost; part of the reason for
this connection is that capital (i.e. money) is one of the three major resources
categories, the other two being labor and land [37]. According to the field of
economics, capital is considered a resource as it is used as purchasing power over
items such as equipment, tooling, and machinery. In production, there is a slight
distinction between resource and cost, as a resource should be providing inputs to
assist in the production process and not be considered a limitation or detraction from
the ability to create assets. In contrast, the constraints of production resources are
products of limited quantity and availability that stem from limited acquisitions of
resources based on business cost models [16].

Cost and Profit
The relationship between production factors is evident when performing cost
analysis. Sharing production data enables better informed decision making for
process planning and more accurate results for production costs. Both these attributes
assessed in parallel allow for optimization to take place. There is applicability in
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using a combined cost and simulation model for assembly and production processing
in order to optimize the collective process attributes, such as average cost per
product, cost of inventory, and average lead time [18]. Developing a technical cost
model (TCM) combined with discrete event simulation is beneficial to evaluating
various manufacturing scenarios prior to the commencement of production and will
help to optimize future manufacturing processes. The best application is a
combination of manufacturing scenarios to best optimized the manufacturing process
and costs [24].
Using a cost minimization objective function related to lean strategies as
focal parameters for change helps in the overall production cost reduction. The
optimization of specific cost functions can be localized to factors such as material
costs, machine costs, labor costs, etc. The total costs per item must be minimized
assuming a given production rate in a cost minimization problem (CMP). Minimizing
the cost serves solely as a subroutine to optimize the profit [19]. Additionally, a
production plan should be created that minimizes the labor cost, while maintaining
down-the-line production demand. A few items that need to be looked at are the lead
times and time-in-system that will affect such variables. Evaluating labor cost is a
key component to understanding production efficiency. The ability to optimize labor
conditions effects how scheduling deadlines are met. The associated correlations
allow for a minimization of those costs [15]. Using lean strategies to predict revenue
input based on process improvements and changes is a possibility when assuming
the system is in an ideal state. Performing a monetary evaluation of lean strategies
related to their impacts on the cost-time profiles associated with the implementation
of those changes to the manufacturing process is an important tool in communicating
the results [28].
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Effects of Modifications in Manufacturing
The modifications of product design or production process has large impacts
on all components of production. As previously established, there are many linkages
and associations that the various factors of production maintain. Any impact to a
single area may have a rippling reaction felt in other production areas. The
consequences of changing a single factor of production can be identified in those
other areas by direct and indirect association. As with any interdependent system, a
source event is amplified to the surrounding members and compounded to secondary
and tertiary linkages, potentially even further depending on the size of the system.
The major production factors that are affected by a causal change have been
identified as scheduling, resources, and cost. Any additionally effected factors are
sub-routed within those categories [38].
The classification of production modifications analyzed in this paper are that
of product changes and modifications. A product modification could be as simple as
in-line production rework and range to product redesign [6,27]. A stipulation to be
made for the applicability of this research is that the product change must be cycled
back to the earlier production stages of the product lifecycle. An example of this
scenario occurring is in that of a production recall, where the product is returned to
the manufacturer and reinputted to the production manufacturing process, with
current in-line production units, for updates and modifications. A relative component
of this scenario is the addition of production processes to assist in the merging of two
different product batches [19]. These additional processes only serve as re-entry
points for unified production of assets, developed to not hinder production
scheduling.
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Related DES and Cost Models
The following studies have found that linking a discrete model to a technical
cost model is an effective solution for performing a comparative analysis of model
factors to cost. These studies were used as a baseline for the development of the DES
and cost models shown in this paper.

Case Study 1: Modelling an assembly process using a close coupled
generative cost model and a discrete event simulation [18]
The primary objective of this paper was to develop a holistic modelling
system in order to couple a generative cost model and discrete event simulation. The
model was demonstrated and implement to an experimental system for a bike
assembly process. As this model was created as a demonstration between the cost
modelling and event simulation, there are no specific decision makers, however the
decision variables are the event sequence and the capacity modification in relation to
time and cost. The model decomposes the operational costs and durations to show
the average cost per product, cost of inventory, and the average lead time.
The validation of the test model was not characterized in this paper, however,
the framework for the combined model was validated by previous methods and
models for data sharing through a common ontology structure including the creation
of a Resource Description Framework (RDF), implementation of a browser, and
implementation of query. BABEL was used as the RDF to unify and convert data
between formats without changing the schemas, ontologies, and data structures, in
essence maintaining the model outputs during translation in order for the combined
model to communicate. The browser was implemented using a facetted browsing
technique to rapidly negotiate and filter the data set to display a single relevant item.
Model querying was developed using SPARQL and RDF Query Language to
manipulate RDF data structures supporting the construction of the models.
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The model’s basic function was to link the manufacturing costs to the product
lead times in order to optimize the cost and lead times of an assembly production
process. The conclusion of the paper is that providing the framework for cross model
communication produces informed decision making of production planning and
costs that can be assessed in parallel for optimization. This paper demonstrates the
applicability of using a combined cost and simulation model for assembly and
production processing in order to optimize the collective process attributes.
However, the test model’s simplistic nature brings the question if such a model would
work on a more complex and larger production/assembly scale. In order to improve
this paper, a scalability demonstration is necessary to determine if such a model type
maintains its applicability.

Case Study 2: Discrete event simulation and cost analysis for
manufacturing optimization of an automotive LCM component [24]
The primary object of the model described in this paper is to use a technical
cost model (TCM) combined with discrete event simulation to optimize the
production process for structural reaction injection molding (SRIM) composite
cross-car beams during manufacturing, while minimizing the costs. The decision
makers that would utilize this model are Ford Motor Company in conjunction with
Cambridge Industries for a pre-production manufacturing pilot of the components.
The decision that this model helps to address are the production line configurations
and their associated labor costs/schedules as well as machine and component costs.
The research hypothesis is that the use of a TCM in conjunction with discrete event
simulation will be able to assist with the decision-making goals for a variety of
production configurations and cost options. The model uses Queueing Theory to
define the input and outputs of the various elements. The model estimates the cycle
time and equipment requirements for the three stages of manufacturing: Stage (1)
Foam core Manufacturing; Stage (2) Braiding on mandrels; and Stage (3) SRIM.
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Storage racks were provided between stations as a buffer and conveyors were used
to minimize labor requirements.
The conclusion of the paper is that providing technical cost models with
discrete event simulation is beneficial to evaluating various manufacturing scenarios
prior to the commencement of production and will help to optimize future
manufacturing processes. The recommendation based on the results of the model
would be to use a combination of manufacturing scenarios to best optimized the
manufacturing process and costs. This paper demonstrates a simplistic method for
the development of a manufacturing model and a provides a sample breakdown of
the system constraints and inputs/outputs that are required for incorporation in the
model. The major improvement that could be made to this model is by incorporating
a simplistic analysis of the various scenarios by implementing sensitivity studies for
the production elements and a cost relationship to show the potential variances and
overlaps between similar scenarios.

Case Study 3: Cost modeling and optimization of a manufacturing
system for mycelium-based bio composite parts [17]
The primary objective of this paper is to optimize the bio-composites
manufacturing process with system modeling in order to maximize profits and
minimize costs. The decision variables are that of experimentally measured labor,
materials, and overhead cost which are used to calculate equivalent uniformed annual
costs (UAC) of the facilities. A manufacturing process model is used with Arena®
DES software to optimize the number of machines and laborers required for each
task. The derived solutions are linked to the cost model for calculation of net cost of
the individual manufactured parts compared to the required retail price for
profitability.
The evaluation of the model results included a sensitivity analysis to
determine the robustness of the solution. The sensitivity analysis occurred by
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performing small changes to processing time to view the overall system reactions.
The conclusions of this paper are that the changing of production processing time
has an insignificant effect on optimal profit, however, the production outputs are
more sensitive to longer durations of the TIS. This paper successfully demonstrates
a simulation modeling approach to the optimization of process duration and
structuring compared to the relative effects on cost minimization. The optimization
methodology will be used a baseline structure for the resource allocation model
development.
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Chapter 3:
Research Approach and Method
The first step to develop the model is to specify the problem to be addressed,
and outline the associated factors and components. The model discussed in this
research focuses on a production facility that is incorporating a new design to its
production assembly process. The new design requires the scheduling of additional
time and/or resources to one portion of the assembly process to maintain current
production output rates required by the customer without delays. The current
assembly support equipment is assumed to be insufficient to complete the desired
tasks within the time constraints; therefore, a determination of the quantity of
additional support equipment compared to costs and schedule constraints is required
for a decision on the implementation of the new production assembly roll out. Lead
times, costs, and laborers are required for the consideration of this new production
assembly roll out plan. Derived from the problem statement scope are two scenarios
that have been created to demonstrate the model’s applicability to different
production facilities. The first scenario models a moderately sized, low yield
production facility and the second scenario models a moderately sized, high yield
production facility.

Discrete Event Simulation Model
The DES model focuses on scheduled asset generation, process simulation,
and resource allocations/scheduling. The Arena® simulation software, student
version, was used to develop and run the production model, as well as provide
simulation analysis. In the model, the terminology of buildings was used to define a
production area and could also be interpreted as a production line. Additional
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considerations were made for transfer delays and routing, as paperwork generation
and transportation between facility buildings is factor that should be accounted for
within the production process. It is also worth noting that the model developed does
not represent the entirety of production processing, instead this model is that of
subset of process flow that can be applied as a sub-model to incorporate the
additional aspects and processes at a production facility. This does not invalidate the
analysis performed as the relationships of resource allocations and process outputs
are still the decision variables that would affect cost at a production facility.

Model Factors
The two major factors that determined the composition of the model are
scheduling and resources. These factors can be further decomposed to the subfactors
that comprises them. The subfactors contained within the model are that of scheduled
asset arrival, asset transfer time, WIP times, building availability, labor availability
and scheduling, and equipment availability. Determining the estimations for asset
arrivals, as well as WIP times, was completed by analyzing actual production Gantt
schedules and developing box-whisker plots to approximate the average distribution
of arrival times and processing durations. The building availability was developed
using queuing theory. Each building has a maximum number of assets that can be
work one in a single instant of time; when the building no longer has production
space available, assets must wait until that spaces is freed. Labor availability and
scheduling is a complex topic as additional considerations are required when using
personnel in a production facility. The applicable considerations are that of general
labor union regulations, where there are required breaks that must be taken
throughout a production work day. Based on these considerations, the schedule of
the laborers was determined for a 9-hour production day, view
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Table 1.
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Table 1 - Schedule for Laborers
Time
Available
(qty)
Duration
(hours)

0600hrs0630hrs
0

0630hrs0830hrs
X

0830hrs0900hrs
0

0900hrs1100hrs
X

1100hrs1200hrs
0

1200hrs1430hrs
X

1430hrs1500hrs
0

0.5

2

0.5

2

1

2.5

0.5

Additionally, the availability of laborers is assigned as quantity on-hand versus the
area of allocation. Laborers are assigned to individual asset production tasks and
cannot be assigned to supplementary assets, until the production of individual asset
has been completed. Equipment availability follows the same logic as that described
for laborers.

Model Development
A conceptual model for the production process was developed to properly
evaluate the resource usage and allocations (see Figure 2). The model demonstrates
the process flow of which a production asset will undergo during this phase of
processing. To maintain simplicity, it is noted that the model does not represent the
full production process at the facility. More specifically, the model only considers
the phase of production where the resources are evaluated. This model will, however,
be able to be incorporated to a large-scale production model for further evaluation of
the production facility processes.
The conceptual model shows that a production asset must first be identified
as available for production use. As this model is representative of a product in the
production and operation/maintenance phase of the system lifecycle, the asset must
then be designated as either a New Build or Disassembly asset. The New Build asset
proceeds directly to assembly processing, however, the Disassembly asset must first
proceed through disassembly processing prior to the assembly processing. Once
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assembly processing is complete the result is a finished product ready for
incorporation to the large-scale assembly process.

Figure 2: Conceptual Model for Production Processing
The computational model can be broken apart into four separate components:
(i) Production asset creation and designation as New Build or Disassembly asset; (ii)
Disassembly processing and routing to assembly; (iii) Assembly processing; and (iv)
Product completion.
The first component of the model is the production asset creation and
designation as New Build or Disassembly asset, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Production Asset Creation and Designation as New Build or
Disassembly Asset
Asset creation is the identification of a production asset that is to be created
in terms of scheduled arrival to the production modification process. Production
assets are created in batches with varying times between arrivals, depending on the
production facility. It is assumed that entities are arriving using a triangular
distribution as the continuous probability density function that is defined by the
minimum, peak, and maximum values of asset arrivals. As a method to simplify the
production model, it was estimated that one-third of the created assets should be
defined as New Builds, with the remainder in need of processing for disassembly.
An explanation for this estimation is that the returning assets that require disassembly
make up a greater population of the total assets, being that they have been previously
manufactured and deployed. The new build assets are solely adding to the total
population of completed assets with the newly incorporated design. These assets are
then assigned as either New Build or Disassembly and the quantity of entities
assigned are recorded. These assets are then routed for Assembly or Disassembly
processing.
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The second component of the model is the disassembly processing and
routing to assembly, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Disassembly Processing and Routing to Assembly
The assets assigned as Disassembly proceed to the disassembly process. In
this process, the asset is sent to either Building 1, 2, or 3. The model is developed
with the capability of adding additional buildings to meet various production facility
space requirements and availabilities, however, for the developed scenarios in this
paper the additional capability was not required. The building is selected based on
the available queuing space of Building 1, 2, or 3. This space is limited to by the total
number of assets being processed in both the disassembly and assembly queues for
Buildings 1, 2, and 3, if queuing space is unavailable the asset is held until one of the
production buildings has an opening. The limitation uses the combined queues of the
disassembly and assembly processing, because the work is being done using the same
production buildings limited to their localized constraints of resources and space. If
there is no queue space available, the asset will be sent through the decision module
again until a space is free. During disassembly an asset requires an allocation of
support equipment and laborers for a triangularly distribute period of time. The
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disassembly process is assigned a low priority factor as the assembly/completion of
assets is the highest priority in production. Once disassembly is completed, the asset
will be sent directly to assembly within the same building as assets do not leave
production buildings during processing.
The third component of the model is the assembly processing, as shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Assembly Processing
The assembly process is constructed with the same logic as described in
disassembly; however, the assembly process is performed with the use of both New
Build and completed Disassembly assets. The assembly process differs with the
priority ranking of High, as well as the period of resource usage. As the goal of this
research is to determine how the implementation of a new design to the production
facility affects resource usage, the simulation is run with two different delay types:
current processing rate and new processing rate. Both processing rates have
triangular distributions for the durations. Once assembly is completed, the asset is
routed for exiting the model.
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The fourth component of the model is the product completion, as shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 6: Product Completion
The completed assembly assets arrive and are counted before designating the process
as complete.

Model Execution
The model execution is defined by the setup parameters used for running the
simulation. The setup parameters included the number of replications, the replication
length, and the time production is active per day. The number of replications chosen
were ten per simulation execution; this was really limited based on the amount of
time it takes to run a simulation activity. The replication length was chosen to be a
period of eight years of continuous production; assuming that production does not
occur over the weekends the resulting period of time is 2080 days. Normally, to
notice a significant impact to production the accumulated data is analyzed based on
impacts over long periods of time. The time that production is operational per day
matches that of the schedule for laborers of nine hours per day. While in actuality
production activity varies dependent on external influences, that variability is almost
impossible to demonstrate in a simulation model.
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Cost Analysis Model
The cost model provides a comparative analysis of the differences between
the process manufacturing times and outputs for the current rates and new design
implementation rates, while establishing a price point for the incorporation of
potential resource allocation business solutions. Microsoft® Office Excel was used
for data development, calculations, and comparative analysis of solutions. The
purpose of this model was to connect the simulation results of the DES model to the
performance factors that could be directly attributed to resource changes and the
associated costs of those resources. The variation of resource quantities helped to
provided trend comparisons for resource and cost recommendations.

Model Factors
The factors that were analyzed fell into four categories: (i) the number of
resources; (ii) the cost of resources; (iii) the average wait times for processing; and
(iv) the total number of outputted assets. The resource quantities that were chosen as
the decision variables were the quantity of laborers and the number of support
equipment (SE) resources. These variables are the connection between the cost
comparison and the production processing efficiency. The resource costs were
chosen to be flat rates, with labor cost being calculated for an eight-year period,
assuming a base rate of thirty-five dollars-an-hour, and support equipment assumed
to be a single purchase cost of $10,000.00 per unit. The production wait times and
outputs were determined for the current and new design processing durations. The
wait times were further segmented by the average wait times for disassembly and the
average wait times for assembly queues. This included the times when an asset was
on hold and waiting for space available in a production building. The final variables
analyzed were the total number of assets outputted for the entire simulation duration.
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This variable was chosen to provide comparison between the simulation of the
current and new design processes under the same resource considerations.

Model Development
The development of this cost model serves the purpose of providing a tool to
compare resource allocation and associated costs, act as a method of verifying model
functionality by testing the model’s robustness, and serving as a pseudo-sensitivity
analysis for demonstrating the causal effect of changing resource variables to the
simulation solutions. The method used for producing this comparative analysis was
by means of developing test case. Each test case served as a way to evaluate changes
to resource quantities and the effects that were had on the simulation model solutions.
There were three overarching test case for evaluating the system reaction: (i)
changing of support equipment quantities; (ii) changing quantity of laborers; and (iii)
changing the support equipment resource quantities based on the examination of the
optimal result from changing the quantity of laborers. The third test case served as a
method for the cross-examination of multivariable resource changes. For every test
case, a set of tests were selected for analysis of the average production wait times
and outputs to demonstrate the allocation of resources with the minimal wait times
for production queue availability. The logic of using minimal wait times as the
deciding factor of whether the resource allocations are optimal is based on the
common production philosophy of eliminating lost time, or down time. In other
words, a production facility desires the capability of continuous production of assets,
without wait times, so that all resources are allocated for maximum operational
capacity. The model then calculates the related cost of allocating resources in each
test.
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Model Execution
The execution of the model was performed by running each test with the set
parameters and recording the DES model solutions for the current and new design
processes with the data from the disassembly and assembly average wait times and
the total production outputs. This data was then presented using charts as a method
to easily correlate the optimal resource allocations in the three test cases of support
equipment resource comparison, quantity of laborer comparison, and SE resource
with optimized quantity of laborers comparison. The total cost for each optimal
resource is then easily shown by table comparison of the data solutions.

Scenario Selection and Development
To demonstrate the model’s applicability to multiple production facilities,
two scenarios were developed. The first scenario models a moderately sized, low
yield production facility and the second scenario models a moderately sized, high
yield production facility. Both scenarios use the same model structure and have the
same quantity of buildings, the variations occurring in asset arrival, processing times,
queuing sizes, and resource quantities. The model’s structure was developed for
expansion and serves as a method of research concept demonstration. When applying
this model to active production facilities, the model should be updated to match the
processing structures and flows.

Scenario 1:
Scenario 1 is the demonstration of a moderately sized, low yield production
facility. For this scenario, there were twenty-three test conditions developed for
modeling analysis. Table 2 provides a breakdown of all test case conditions that were
developed for Scenario 1. Included within this breakdown is the associated costs of
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resources that will later be applied for business case development and
recommendations.
Table 2 - Scenario 1: Test Case Development for Varying Resource Allocations
Modification Test # Qty of Laborers Labor Cost
Building
Baseline

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Test 6
SE Resources Test 7
Test 8
Test 9
Test 10
Test 11
Test 12
Test 13
Test 14
QTY of
Laborers Test 15
Test 16
Test 17
Test 18
SE Resources Test 19
Test 20
with
Optimized Test 21
Test 22
QTY of
Laborers Test 23

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
30
36
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 5,241,600.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 8,736,000.00
$ 10,483,200.00
$ 12,230,400.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 17,472,000.00
$ 20,966,400.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00

SE
SE Cost
Resource
7
2
3
5
7
8
9
10
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
4
5
7
8
9
10
12
16

$ 70,000.00
$ 20,000.00
$ 30,000.00
$ 50,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 100,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 40,000.00
$ 50,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 100,000.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 160,000.00
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In the first phase of the model the production asset creation and designation
as New Build or Disassembly asset was analyzed based on production data from a
low yield production facility. Estimations of the quantity of entities scheduled to
arrive were calculated and used as reference for the model’s parameters. Similarly,
to the data used for estimating entity creations, production facility schedule analysis
was performed to determine the disassembly processing times based on first-quartile,
mean, and third-quartile average processing times. The same data estimations done
for disassembly processing was applied to the current assembly processing rate
distribution, the new assembly processing rate distribution was based on early
estimations for processing times. Production assets are created randomly with a mean
value of every seven days. The entities arrive with a triangular distribution of (0, 3,
6) units per arrival. After assignment as either a New Build or Disassembly entity,
the assets are then routed for Assembly or Disassembly processing with a transfer
time of 8 hours. The second and third phases of the model are the disassembly
processing and assembly processing of assets. In these processes, the asset is sent to
an available Building 1, 2, or 3 processing queues. This space is limited to a total of
three assets being processed in both the disassembly and assembly queues for
Building 1; for Buildings 2 and 3, the space is limited to solely two assets for
processing. During disassembly an asset requires an allocation of one support
equipment and two laborers for a triangularly distribute period of (1.03, 2.22, 6.55)
days. During assembly an asset also requires an allocation of one support equipment
and two laborers, however, there are two different processing seize-delay-release
rates that are evaluated: current processing rate and new processing rate. The current
processing rate has a triangular distribution of (4.26, 8.14, 14.13) days, whereas the
new processing rate is determined to have a triangular distribution of (10, 15, 25)
days. The baseline schedule of the laborers was determined for a nine-hour
production day, view Table 3.
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Table 3 - Scenario 1: Availability Schedule for Laborers
Time
Available
(qty)
Duration
(hours)

0600hrs0630hrs
0

0630hrs0830hrs
2

0830hrs0900hrs
0

0900hrs1100hrs
2

1100hrs1200hrs
0

1200hrs1430hrs
2

1430hrs1500hrs
0

0.5

2

0.5

2

1

2.5

0.5

The available quantity changes in the above table based on test conditions. This table
only shows the quantity of laborers for one production building, in total the baseline
quantity for all production buildings is six laborers, it is also noted that the baseline
of seven SE resources was selected. Once disassembly is completed the asset will be
sent directly to assembly within the same building as assets do not leave production
buildings during processing. The fourth phase of the model outputs the total number
of completed assets.

Scenario 2:
Scenario 2 is the demonstration of a moderately sized, high yield production
facility. For this scenario, there were twenty-three test conditions developed for
modeling analysis. Table 4 provides a breakdown of all test case conditions that were
developed for Scenario 2. Included within this breakdown is the associated costs of
resources that will later be applied for business case development and
recommendations.
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Table 4 - Scenario 2: Test Case Development for Varying Resource Allocations
Modification Test # Qty of Laborers Labor Cost
Building
Baseline

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Test 6
Test 7
SE Resources Test 8
Test 9
Test 10
Test 11
Test 12
Test 13
Test 14
QTY of
Laborers Test 15
Test 16
Test 17
Test 18
SE Resources Test 19
Test 20
with
Optimized Test 21
Test 22
QTY of
Laborers Test 23

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
9
12
15
18
21
24
27
30

$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 5,241,600.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 8,736,000.00
$ 10,483,200.00
$ 12,230,400.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 5,241,600.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 8,736,000.00
$ 10,483,200.00
$ 12,230,400.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 15,724,800.00
$ 17,472,000.00

SE
SE Cost
Resource
8
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
18
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
12
15
18
21
24
27
30

$ 80,000.00
$ 60,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 100,000.00
$ 110,000.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 180,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 150,000.00
$ 180,000.00
$ 210,000.00
$ 240,000.00
$ 270,000.00
$ 300,000.00

In the first phase of the model, the production asset creation and designation
as New Build or Disassembly asset, production assets are created randomly with a
mean value of every nine hours. Unlike the data used to help develop Scenario 1,
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Scenario 2 data were developed by method of best-guess for the different production
variable values that potentially could be attributed to a moderately sized, high yield
production facility. The entities arrive with a triangular distribution of (2, 5, 8) units
per arrival. After assignment as either a New Build or Disassembly entity, the assets
are then routed for Assembly or Disassembly processing with a transfer time of 1
hour. The second and third phases of the model are the disassembly processing and
assembly processing of assets. In these processes, the asset is sent to an available
Building 1, 2, or 3 processing queues. This space is limited to a total of six assets
being processed in both the disassembly and assembly queues for Buildings 1, 2, and
3. During disassembly an asset requires an allocation of one support equipment and
one laborer for a triangularly distribute period of (1, 2, 3) hours. During assembly an
asset also requires an allocation of one support equipment and one laborer, however,
there are two different processing seize-delay-release rates that are evaluated: current
processing rate and new processing rate. The current processing rate has a triangular
distribution of (4, 8, 12) hours, whereas the new processing rate is determined to
have a triangular distribution of (6, 12, 18) hours. The baseline schedule of the
laborers was determined for a nine-hour production day, view Table 5.
Table 5 - Scenario 2: Availability Schedule for Laborers
Time
Available
(qty)
Duration
(hours)

0600hrs0630hrs
0

0630hrs0830hrs
4

0830hrs0900hrs
0

0900hrs1100hrs
4

1100hrs1200hrs
0

1200hrs1430hrs
4

1430hrs1500hrs
0

0.5

2

0.5

2

1

2.5

0.5

The available quantity changes in the above table based on test conditions. This table
only shows the quantity of laborers for one production building, in total the baseline
quantity for all production buildings is twelve laborers, it is also noted that the
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baseline of eight SE resources was selected. Once disassembly is completed the asset
will be sent directly to assembly within the same building as assets do not leave
production buildings during processing. The fourth phase of the model outputs the
total number of completed assets.
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Chapter 4:
Analysis of Results
This chapter presents the result for the developed test cases shown in
Scenarios 1 and 2. The analysis of data includes a review of the test case simulation
wait times and outputs that were recording by execution of the DES model.
Additionally, the cost was calculated for each test case for comparison to the optimal
resource allocation quantities.

Scenario 1:
The analysis of the model simulation and results entailed evaluate the cost of
resources (i.e. labor cost and support equipment cost) compared to the variation of
those resources as demonstrated by the two production processes for current and new
product designs. These are evaluated for a moderately size, low yield production
facility to demonstrate if the current resource allocations are sufficient in processing
the implementation of the new design to production. The analysis was performed by
incorporating resource changes to the model based on the determining test conditions
for changing the SE resources, changing the quantity of labor resources, and
changing the SE resources based on the optimal number of labors. Table 6 shows the
test cases developed in Scenario 1 and the results of the DES model for the process
wait times and total production outputs.
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Table 6 - Scenario 1: Current and New Design Average Wait Times and Production
Outputs
Current
New Design
Modification Test # Laborers SE
Disassembly Assembly
Output Disassembly Assembly
Output
Resource Average Wait Average Wait
Average Wait Average Wait
Time (Days) Time (Days)
Time (Days) Time (Days)
Baseline

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Test 6
SE Resources Test 7
Test 8
Test 9
Test 10
Test 11
Test 12
Test 13
Test 14
QTY of
Laborers Test 15
Test 16
Test 17
Test 18
SE Resources Test 19
Test 20
with
Optimized Test 21
Test 22
QTY of
Laborers Test 23

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
30
36
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

7
2
3
5
7
8
9
10
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
4
5
7
8
9
10
12
16

102.8638
142.3486
102.8638
102.8638
102.8638
102.8638
102.8638
102.8638
102.8638
33.9055
33.9055
18.632
18.632
14.4995
18.9848
25.5598
107.7327
44.5224
14.4995
13.4184
10.6043
10.2682
9.1023
9.1023

29.2525
46.1726
29.2525
29.2525
29.2525
29.2525
29.2525
29.2525
29.2525
11.3588
11.3588
6.1916
6.1916
5.834
10.8629
8.8965
40.2455
17.6041
5.834
4.9037
4.2986
3.7431
3.12046135
3.12046135

747
759
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
721
721
754
754
756
743
744
753
750
756
737
725
750
735
735

195.7247
329.8
195.7247
195.7247
195.7247
195.7247
195.7247
195.7247
195.7247
73.2442
73.2442
41.6281
41.6281
37.2226
43.4659
61.3262
425.51
109.4352
37.2226
32.715
26.1411
24.4047
23.8447
23.8447

49.6352
77.0118
49.6352
49.6352
49.6352
49.6352
49.6352
49.6352
49.6352
22.9266
22.9266
14.5777
14.5777
16.7545
19.3335
24.4867
82.6738
35.7436
16.7545
11.677
8.9587
7.4258
7.1634
7.1634

749
733
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
745
745
712
712
735
753
743
721
737
735
763
766
733
751
751

Based on the results of the DES model, the disassembly and assembly
average wait times provide a trend for analyzing the effects that changing resources
has on minimizing wait times and maximizing production outputs. For each test case
category, a chart was produced to showcase these trends. The charts are as follows:
Support Equipment Resources Comparison (Figure 7); Quantity of Laborers
Comparison (Figure 8); and SE Resources with Optimized Quantity of Laborers
Comparison (Figure 9).
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Figure 7: Scenario 1 - Support Equipment Resources Comparison
The comparison of changing support equipment resource quantities provides
some interesting results (Figure 7). Using the baseline of six laborers, a pair in each
production building, and changing the SE resource quantities proved to have no
effect on the average waiting times or production outputs between test cases, with
the exception of reducing SE to a quantity of two resources. The trend characterizes
that based on the required production allocation of two laborers and one SE, for the
generation of a single asset, when three SE is allocated to production the maximum
production efficiency is reached. The limiting factor is the total of six laborers, as the
required production allocation requires a 2:1 ratio of laborers to SE. The addition of
more laborers to production should have a larger impact on the minimization of
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average wait times. The logical progression is to develop test cases with the changing
of the quantity of laborers.

Figure 8: Scenario 1 - Quantity of Laborers Comparison
In Figure 8, the predicted result of reducing the wait times is realized, when
the quantity of laborers varies. The baseline parameters applied are that of
maintaining seven pieces of support equipment. The quantity of laborers changes
with an even addition of one laborer per production building. There are two trends
that are noticed when varying the production laborer quantities. The first is the
decreasing of production wait times until a minimum solution is found and then a
continued rise. The decreasing trend is attributed to more laborers available to
process asset, however, once the wait times begin to increase, the condition can be
attributed to resource conflicts and interference. The second trend is that of a step
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function, where there is no change between resource increases. This trend is a result
of the required allocation two laborers to every one asset. The trend only appears
when the number of laborers is odd, which is a rational condition as the additional
laborer cannot process an asset alone. Based on the resource allocations of laborers,
the minimal process waiting times are found in Test 13, where twenty-four laborers
are allocated to production, or eight laborers per building. While the localized
minimal solution of processing wait times is optimal, it is also a greedy heuristic
because the current processing outputs are still more than the new design processing
outputs. However, for purpose of this analysis, the use of a greedy heuristic will be
accepted as a localized optimal solution.

Figure 9: Scenario 1 - SE Resources with Optimized QTY of Laborers Comparison
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The final test case is developed from the localized optimal solution for
production waiting times of twenty-four laborers. This condition is applied to a
variance of the SE resources, as shown in Figure 9. The data demonstrates a trend of
reduced production waiting times, until twelve pieces of SE are allocated to
production. After this point, the value of processing wait times does not change. This
condition is associated to the 2:1 ratio of laborers to SE previously discussed. The
minimization of processing wait times occurs when twelve pieces of SE are allocated
to production (Test 22), however, the variance between the current and new design
product outputs is only plus sixteen units. The maximization of variance between the
current and new design product outputs occurs when nine pieces of SE are allocated
to production (Test 20), the variance is plus forty-one units. At this point a cost
analysis is required to determine, which is truly the better solution.
Table 7 - Scenario 1: Total Cost of Resources
Modification Test # Labor Cost

Baseline

Test 16
Test 17
Test 18
SE Resources Test 19
Test 20
with
Optimized Test 21
Test 22
QTY of
Laborers Test 23

$ 3,494,400.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00

SE Cost

$ 70,000.00
$ 40,000.00
$ 50,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 100,000.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 160,000.00

Total Cost

$ 3,564,400.00
$ 14,017,600.00
$ 14,027,600.00
$ 14,047,600.00
$ 14,057,600.00
$ 14,067,600.00
$ 14,077,600.00
$ 14,097,600.00
$ 14,137,600.00

Based on the cost estimates shown in Table 7, it was determined that,
assuming the production facility already has the resources detailed in the baseline
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condition, the total cost over the eight-year simulation would be $10,503,200.00 for
Test 20 and $10,533,200.00 for Test 22. The design outputs produced a ninety-five
percent confidence interval within four percent of the total outputs. The cost
comparison for the production outputs of additional units would be $256,175.61 per
additional unit, for Test 20, compared to $658,325.00 per additional unit, for Test
22. In converse, the average production waiting time is decreased by approximately
1.41 hours from Test 20 to Test 22. A business case would be required to be
developed to determine if that is an acceptable additional cost for the increase in
production units compared to the decrease in production waiting times.

Scenario 2:
The analysis of the model simulation and results examined in Scenario 2, also
entailed the evaluation of resource costs (i.e. labor cost and support equipment cost)
compared to the variation of those resources as demonstrated by the two production
processes for current and new product designs. In this scenario, these factors are
evaluated for a moderately size, high yield production facility to demonstrate if the
current resource allocations are sufficient in processing the implementation of the
new design to production. The analysis was performed by incorporating resource
changes to the model based on the determining test conditions for changing the SE
resources, changing the quantity of labor resources, and changing the SE resources
and labor resources based on the trending of optimal resource allocations. Table 8
shows the test cases developed in Scenario 2 and the results of the DES model for
the process wait times and total production outputs. There were certain conditions,
as designated in the table by darkened fill, that did not produce a solution. This a
limitation of the model software based on the arrival of too many assets compared to
the rate at which they are being processed, causing a bottleneck of created assets and
overloading the model’s ability to calculate production processing. Despite the set-
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back, the model failure does not affect the results analysis as the theoretical values,
that would be displayed within the table, eliminate the recommendation for the
allocation of the resource parameters displayed in those test conditions.
Table 8 - Scenario 2: Current and New Design Average Wait Times and Production
Outputs
Current
New Design
Modification Test # Qty of Laborers SE
Disassembly Assembly
Output Disassembly Assembly
Output
Building
Resource Average Wait Average Wait
Average Wait Average Wait
Time (hrs)
Time (hrs)
Time (hrs)
Time (hrs)
Baseline

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Test 6
Test 7
SE Resources Test 8
Test 9
Test 10
Test 11
Test 12
Test 13
Test 14
QTY of
Laborers Test 15
Test 16
Test 17
Test 18
SE Resources Test 19
Test 20
with
Optimized Test 21
Test 22
QTY of
Laborers Test 23

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
9
12
15
18
21
24
27
30

8
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
18
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
12
15
18
21
24
27
30

12.9553
35.9158
19.4462
12.9553
11.9306
8.5528
7.7293
6.0593
6.0593
36.0558
15.6816
12.9553
13.2424
14.6032
14.6889
14.3153
13.0918
6.0593
3.2648
1.9633
1.24979876
1.087
0.6283
0.484

3.2377
5.1783
4.0515
3.2377
3.0353
2.5353
2.2667
1.8635
1.8635
5.6377
3.713
3.2377
3.0996
3.16
3.263
2.8465
3.1805
1.8635
1.499
0.60300517
0.4060274
0.38110664
0.2752
0.2237

9325
9426
9398
9325
9328
9330
9450
9316
9316
9322
9282
9325
9362
9390
9417
9367
9269
9316
9352
9299
9404
9338
9365
9336

43.1006

5.8071

9250

43.1006
30.143
20.5532
15.684
14.1065
14.1065

5.8071
5.0523
4.3435
3.9088
3.5685
3.5685

9250
9413
9314
9315
9293
9293

48.7189
43.1006
43.5468
41.9548
45.1928
41.5594
31.8515
14.1065
7.6903
5.1389
3.1877
1.9034
1.33967384
0.96739588

6.3501
5.8071
5.585
5.3646
5.179
5.3363
5.4661
3.5685
2.4434
1.6413
1.1271
0.60454947
0.44511784
0.36153432

9456
9250
9336
9315
9233
9327
9334
9293
9481
9376
9350
9290
9266
9317

Based on the results of the DES model, the disassembly and assembly
average wait times provide a trend for analyzing the effects that changing resources
has on minimizing wait times and maximizing production outputs. For each test case
category, a chart was produced to showcase these trends. The charts are as follows:
Support Equipment Resources Comparison (Figure 10); Quantity of Laborers
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Comparison (Figure 11); and Optimal SE Resources and Quantity of Laborers
Comparison (Figure 12).

Figure 10: Scenario 2 - Support Equipment Resources Comparison
The test case results from the comparison of changing support equipment
resource quantities demonstrates a decreasing trend of the average production wait
times (Figure 10). Using the baseline of twelve laborers, four in each production
building, and changing the SE resource quantities showed to decrease the average
waiting times between test cases in similar relationship for both the current and new
design production processes. The trend characterizes that based on the required
production allocation of one laborer and one SE, for the generation of a single asset,
the maximum production efficiency is reached when the number of SE allocated to
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production is equivalent to the number of laborers allocated. In this case, the limiting
factor is the total of twelve laborers. With the required production allocation of a 1:1
ratio of laborers to SE for every asset produced, after the quantities of both labor and
SE resources are equivalent, the average wait times are no longer minimized. The
optimization of resources is dependent of the 1:1 ratio between laborers and SE,
hence the solution will be minimized when the resource quantities are equivalent.
The next test case, further develops this theory, by the changing of the quantity of
laborers.

Figure 11: Scenario 2 - Quantity of Laborers Comparison
In Figure 11, the baseline parameters applied are that of maintaining eight
pieces of support equipment. The quantity of laborers changes with an even addition
of one laborer per production building. The consistency of a trend as demonstrated
by varying the production laborer quantities is difficult to ascertain, however, there
are still a few consistencies when in cooperating what was discovered in Figure 10.
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The first is the decreasing of production wait times until a minimum solution is found
and then a continued rise. The conditions of Test 9, 10, and 11 all show a decreasing
trend in average wait times, attributed to the addition more laborers available to
process asset, localized around the point at which laborers and SE would be
equivalent. After this point, the wait times begin to increase as a result of resource
conflicts and interference, no longer representing a disguisable trend. Once again,
the analysis relies on the use of a greedy heuristic to determine where the localized
minimal solution of processing wait times is optimal. This is accepted as a localized
optimal solution as to provide analysis of changing both the number of SE resources
and quantity of laborers concurrently.

Figure 12: Scenario 2 - SE Resources with Optimized QTY of Laborers
Comparison
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The final test case is developed from the localized optimal solutions for
production waiting times by providing a comparison when both the number of SE
resources and the quantity of laborers are correspondingly increased to follow the
asset to SE to laborer relationship ratio of 1:1:1. This condition is applied to a
variance of the SE and labor resources, as shown in Figure 12. The data demonstrates
a trend of reduced production waiting times, until they are minimized at zero, with
no wait times for either disassembly or assembly production operations. While the
minimization of processing wait times is the desired production solution for
maximizing operation efficiency, there is an inversely proportional relationship to
the related cost. As such a related cost-based business solution is required to select
the best option. The selection of resource is based on the points where wait times are
locally minimized and the variance between the current and new design product
outputs is maximized. Based on those constraints, two test conditions were chosen
for cost comparison: Test 18 and Test 19. The variance between the current and new
design product outputs for Test 18 was determined to be plus 129 units and for Test
19 was determined to be plus 77 units. At this point a cost analysis is required to
determine, which is truly the better solution.
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Table 9 - Scenario 2: Total Cost of Resources
Modification Test # Labor Cost

Baseline

Test 16
Test 17
Test 18
SE Resources Test 19
Test 20
with
Optimized Test 21
Test 22
QTY of
Laborers Test 23

$ 6,988,800.00
$ 5,241,600.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 8,736,000.00
$ 10,483,200.00
$ 12,230,400.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 15,724,800.00
$ 17,472,000.00

SE Cost

$ 80,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 150,000.00
$ 180,000.00
$ 210,000.00
$ 240,000.00
$ 270,000.00
$ 300,000.00

Total Cost

$ 7,068,800.00
$ 5,331,600.00
$ 7,108,800.00
$ 8,886,000.00
$ 10,663,200.00
$ 12,440,400.00
$ 14,217,600.00
$ 15,994,800.00
$ 17,772,000.00

Based on the cost estimates shown in Table 9, it was determined that,
assuming the production facility already has the resources detailed in the baseline
condition, the total cost over the eight-year simulation would be $8,886,000.00 for
Test 18 and $10,663,200.00 for Test 19. The design outputs produced a ninety-five
percent confidence interval within 2.5 percent of the total outputs. The cost
comparison for the production outputs of additional units would be $14,086.82 per
additional unit, for Test 18, compared to $46,680.52 per additional unit, for Test 19.
In converse, the average production waiting time is decreased by approximately 1.16
hours from Test 18 to Test 19. A business case would be required to be developed to
determine if that is an acceptable additional cost for the increase in production units
compared to the decrease in production waiting times.

Scenarios Comparison and Summary
The scenarios that were developed for this paper, showcased the applicability
of DES and cost comparative analysis models for varying production requirements.
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The solution was received in the form of a business case, cost-based
recommendation, where the ultimate decision for resource allocation is held by the
production customer output requirements. This model helped to develop
relationships between the required asset resource usages and the overall production
resource allocation with the related effects to process wait times and production
outputs. Scenario 1 uses a 2:1:1 ratio for quantity of laborers to number of SE to
single asset production, where Scenario 2 uses a 1:1:1 ratio. The relationship
demonstrates that the requirements for single asset production is directly proportional
to resource quantities for the minimization of production wait times and
maximization of overall efficiency. This realization allows for simplified decision
making when comparing the resources allocations to product output maximizations.
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Chapter 5:
Discussion of Results
The model that was developed successfully demonstrated the production
process followed at varying production facilities. It should be noted that there are a
few external factors that provide limitations to the results. The following listed are
major items that require consideration when reviewing the results:
•

Facility limitations: The production facility is limited to the number buildings
available. While additions of buildings would potentially increase the
theoretical yield of production assets, there is a size and space constraint that
needs to be accounted for on the physical land available to the production.
Such considerations are beyond scope and require further evaluation.

•

Building limitations: The buildings themselves are limited to the allocated
space and size blueprints, as such there is a maximum number of support
equipment that is able to be used within a building. This is also developed
into a relationship to production line and building queuing sizes.

•

Personnel limitations: The personnel are limited as well by space. When
performing a human factors analysis of the working space, it is able to be
determined the maximum number of laborers that can be used in one instance
before efficiency plateaus. Ultimately, the limitation is the available working
space.

Scenario 1:
Analysis of the results determined that there is a direct correlation to
production outputs by increasing the amount of support equipment and quantity of
laborers allocated to production. The model developed localized optimal solutions
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based on a 2:1:1 ratio for quantity of laborers to number of SE to single asset
production. The localized minimization of production wait times, when correlated to
the maximum variance between the current and new design production work in
process (WIP) times showcase multiple potential resource allocation solutions. A
business case is required to determine the need for increasing the laborer and support
equipment resources based on the developed solutions and is recommended to be
pursued. Using two different test conditions, Test 20 and Test 22, the production
asset output variances between them were forty-one units and sixteen units,
respectively. The cost comparison based on the variances between production
outputs of additional units would be $256,175.61 per additional unit, for Test 20,
compared to $658,325.00 per additional unit, for Test 22, with the average
production waiting time that is decreased by approximately 1.41 hours from Test 20
to Test 22. The use of a moderately size, low yield production facility as a scenario
for this model helps to showcase the model’s abilities for providing deterministic
solutions that would assist in making resource allocation recommendations to the
production customers based on their needs.

Scenario 2:
Correspondingly to the conclusions provided by Scenario 1, Scenario 2 also
determined that there is a direct correlation to production outputs by increasing the
amount of support equipment and quantity of laborers allocated to production. The
model developed localized optimal solutions based on a 1:1:1 ratio for quantity of
laborers to number of SE to single asset production. The localized minimization of
production wait times, when correlated to the maximum variance between the current
and new design production work in process (WIP) times showcase multiple potential
resource allocation solutions. A business case was also developed to assist in
providing recommendations to determine the need for increasing the laborer and
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support equipment resources based on the developed solutions. Two test conditions
were selected, Test 18 and Test 19, with the variances of total asset outputs being
129 units and 77 units, respectively. The cost comparison based on the variances
between production outputs of additional units was $14,086.82 per additional unit,
for Test 18, compared to $46,680.52 per additional unit, for Test 19, with the average
production waiting time that is decreased by approximately 1.16 hours from Test 18
to Test 19. The use of a moderately size, high yield production facility as a scenario
for this model provides the same relationship conclusion, as in Scenario 1, for
creating resource allocation recommendations to the production customers, with the
deterministic solutions from this model.

Model Functionality and Accuracy
The model verification and validation were performed at a very high level
and as a cursory check to determine if the model’s intent and outputs were met. The
verification of the model was done by comparison to the conceptual model
processing flow, as well as by the continued running of the model with different test
condition to help demonstrate the model’s robustness. As the model remains
relatively simplistic the conceptual and computational models matched the
processing flow and intended outputs. The model was tested through various
conditional changes in an attempt to examine the model’s rigidity. The model
successfully completed over forty-eight tests with ten replications per test for a total
of 480 successfully executed simulations following the predicted results. The
running of an eight-year simulation also added to the reliability of produced data
averages, because as the simulation replication length increases, so do the number of
varying random model instances of its parameters. The associated number of
replications compared to the relative replication lengths support the data’s overall
accuracy, as the applicable data is recorded as the averages over time. The running
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of those tests proved to demonstrate the model’s functionality without impacting the
expected results. The validation of the model was demonstrated by the fact that the
projected completed assemblies were relatively accurate when compared to that of
the outputs of data based on the conditions established by an active production
facility. The validation activity compared past production years matching the same
replication rate for which the model runs. The model accuracy was within an
estimated twenty percent of the actual production outputs. The estimation of this
error was performed by using the simplistic percent error formula (1):

% 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

|𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡−𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡|
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡

∗ 100

(1)

This equation compares the simulated output demonstrated by the model
versus the actual averaged output over the same period of time that the model
simulation runs. The data was not presented in this paper as to eliminate the use of
any protected information. The accuracy of the model is limited by additional factors
that were not taken into account for the purpose of this research demonstration. Such
production factors as maintenance cycles, failure rates, and production shutdowns,
need to be evaluated for applicability.
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Chapter 6:
Conclusion
As demonstrated by the model, the largest impact to production outputs and
process waiting times are not the facility and resource constraints, however, in
reviewing the model and data there is a noticeable effect by the changing of the
arrival times, number of entities, and work in process (WIP) times. While changing
the overall constraining limitations, facility, building, and personnel, of a production
facility may provide similar optimization of resources, these are normally unable to
be modified unless the production facility and/or product is to be redesigned in way
that searches to optimize how resources are allocated during the production design
process [3]. This concept, while effective, is beyond the scope of this paper. The
focus of this model is to effectively demonstrate the effects that implementing and
re-introducing a newly design product, to a production facility, has on resource usage
and allocations, as well as to develop business solutions for the usage optimization
of those resources.
The model was able to achieve all goals established in this paper. The result
was the development of relationships between the requirements for single asset
production to resource quantities for the minimization of production wait times and
maximization of overall efficiency, concluding that these factors are directly
proportional. Additionally, the model was able to determine the optimal
minimization for production wait times was always a multiple of the ratio for quantity
of laborers to number of SE to single asset production. These realizations allow for
simplified decision making when comparing the resources allocations to product
output maximizations. The decision making is further amplified by providing a costbased relationship for showcasing a comparison of different business solutions.
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Applications of Model
The business solution is the ultimate by-product of the discrete-event
simulation and cost models. Providing these solutions assists in the recommendation
to the customer for the best allocation of resource in production. While these
solutions are solely based on test case comparisons, the presentation of information
will allow for informed decision making of production operations. The final decision
is reliant on the customer’s willingness to provide funding for added production
capabilities. This is an external factor which is unable to be controlled, hence why
this model is a production resource allocation comparative tool.
The additional analytical analysis provided by this model has applicability to
any production facility. The limitations are that of what factors are chosen to be
analyzed and how many factors are used. The model is intended to be used as a proof
of concept, where additional factors can be added to increase the accuracy and overall
functionality.

Recommendations
Further, optimization of the model is required for increased accuracy in the
modeling simulation results. Accounting for any potential factor impacts will
increase the accuracy to actual production outputs. Analyzing these impacts helps to
fully define the system and the production requirements. Additionally, it is
recommended to use a production schedule for asset generation instead of random
mean variable estimations for creation and arrival of production assets. Every
production facility is operated from a developed schedule and using schedules will
help to better analyze the work-in-process (WIP) times, as well as overall time-insystem (TIS).
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Future Work
While this model was created as a framework for modeling and analyzing
production factors, future work should include the evaluation of real production
facilities to better provide comparative data for designed solutions. Incorporating this
model structure to be a continuous simulation model would have the largest impact
for resource optimization, as well as the added bonus of schedule and processing
time optimizations based on the correlation of those three parameters. Additionally,
a 2k factorial analysis of variance should be performed to evaluate the significance
of the production factor modifications, this will help to solidify the comparative
analysis of the model’s production data results with statistical analysis.
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Appendix A: Scenario 1 - Discrete Event Simulation
Model
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Appendix B: Scenario 1 - Cost Analysis Model

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
30
36
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 5,241,600.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 8,736,000.00
$ 10,483,200.00
$ 12,230,400.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 17,472,000.00
$ 20,966,400.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 13,977,600.00

Modification Test # Qty of Laborers Labor Cost
Building
Baseline
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Test 6
SE Resources Test 7
Test 8
Test 9
Test 10
Test 11
Test 12
Test 13
Test 14
QTY of
Laborers Test 15
Test 16
Test 17
Test 18
Test 19
Test 20
Test 21
Test 22
Test 23
SE Resources
with
Optimized
QTY of
Laborers

$ 70,000.00
$ 20,000.00
$ 30,000.00
$ 50,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 100,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 40,000.00
$ 50,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 100,000.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 160,000.00

SE
SE Cost
Resource
7
2
3
5
7
8
9
10
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
4
5
7
8
9
10
12
16

29.2525
46.1726
29.2525
29.2525
29.2525
29.2525
29.2525
29.2525
29.2525
11.3588
11.3588
6.1916
6.1916
5.834
10.8629
8.8965
40.2455
17.6041
5.834
4.9037
4.2986
3.7431
3.12046135
3.12046135

747
759
747
747
747
747
747
747
747
721
721
754
754
756
743
744
753
750
756
737
725
750
735
735

195.7247
329.8
195.7247
195.7247
195.7247
195.7247
195.7247
195.7247
195.7247
73.2442
73.2442
41.6281
41.6281
37.2226
43.4659
61.3262
425.51
109.4352
37.2226
32.715
26.1411
24.4047
23.8447
23.8447

49.6352
77.0118
49.6352
49.6352
49.6352
49.6352
49.6352
49.6352
49.6352
22.9266
22.9266
14.5777
14.5777
16.7545
19.3335
24.4867
82.6738
35.7436
16.7545
11.677
8.9587
7.4258
7.1634
7.1634

749
733
749
749
749
749
749
749
749
745
745
712
712
735
753
743
721
737
735
763
766
733
751
751

$ 3,564,400.00
$ 3,514,400.00
$ 3,524,400.00
$ 3,544,400.00
$ 3,564,400.00
$ 3,574,400.00
$ 3,584,400.00
$ 3,594,400.00
$ 5,311,600.00
$ 7,058,800.00
$ 8,806,000.00
$ 10,553,200.00
$ 12,300,400.00
$ 14,047,600.00
$ 17,542,000.00
$ 21,036,400.00
$ 14,017,600.00
$ 14,027,600.00
$ 14,047,600.00
$ 14,057,600.00
$ 14,067,600.00
$ 14,077,600.00
$ 14,097,600.00
$ 14,137,600.00

Current
New Design
Disassembly Assembly
Output Disassembly Assembly
Output Total Cost
Average Wait Average Wait
Average Wait Average Wait
Time (hrs)
Time (hrs)
Time (hrs)
Time (hrs)
102.8638
142.3486
102.8638
102.8638
102.8638
102.8638
102.8638
102.8638
102.8638
33.9055
33.9055
18.632
18.632
14.4995
18.9848
25.5598
107.7327
44.5224
14.4995
13.4184
10.6043
10.2682
9.1023
9.1023

67

68

Test
Test 20
Test 22

Cost per Unit
over 8yr
period
$ 256,175.61
$ 658,325.00

Cost per Unit
Diff between
per year
Current
New
current and new
$ 32,021.95
14.9029
35.0998
20.1969
$ 82,290.63 12.2227614
31.0081
18.78533865
Diff of columns 2.68013865
4.0917
1.41156135
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Appendix C: Scenario 2 - Discrete Event Simulation
Model
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Appendix D: Scenario 2 - Cost Analysis Model

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
6
9
12
15
18
21
24
9
12
15
18
21
24
27
30

$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 3,494,400.00
$ 5,241,600.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 8,736,000.00
$ 10,483,200.00
$ 12,230,400.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 5,241,600.00
$ 6,988,800.00
$ 8,736,000.00
$ 10,483,200.00
$ 12,230,400.00
$ 13,977,600.00
$ 15,724,800.00
$ 17,472,000.00

Modification Test # Qty of Laborers Labor Cost
Building
Baseline
Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Test 6
Test 7
SE Resources Test 8
Test 9
Test 10
Test 11
Test 12
Test 13
Test 14
QTY of
Laborers Test 15
Test 16
Test 17
Test 18
Test 19
Test 20
Test 21
Test 22
Test 23
SE Resources
with
Optimized
QTY of
Laborers

$ 80,000.00
$ 60,000.00
$ 70,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 100,000.00
$ 110,000.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 180,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$ 90,000.00
$ 120,000.00
$ 150,000.00
$ 180,000.00
$ 210,000.00
$ 240,000.00
$ 270,000.00
$ 300,000.00

SE
SE Cost
Resource
8
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
18
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
12
15
18
21
24
27
30

3.2377
5.1783
4.0515
3.2377
3.0353
2.5353
2.2667
1.8635
1.8635
5.6377
3.713
3.2377
3.0996
3.16
3.263
2.8465
3.1805
1.8635
1.499
0.60300517
0.4060274
0.38110664
0.2752
0.2237

9325
9426
9398
9325
9328
9330
9450
9316
9316
9322
9282
9325
9362
9390
9417
9367
9269
9316
9352
9299
9404
9338
9365
9336

48.7189
43.1006
43.5468
41.9548
45.1928
41.5594
31.8515
14.1065
7.6903
5.1389
3.1877
1.9034
1.33967384
0.96739588

43.1006
30.143
20.5532
15.684
14.1065
14.1065

43.1006

6.3501
5.8071
5.585
5.3646
5.179
5.3363
5.4661
3.5685
2.4434
1.6413
1.1271
0.60454947
0.44511784
0.36153432

5.8071
5.0523
4.3435
3.9088
3.5685
3.5685

5.8071

9456
9250
9336
9315
9233
9327
9334
9293
9481
9376
9350
9290
9266
9317

9250
9413
9314
9315
9293
9293

9250

$ 7,068,800.00
$ 7,048,800.00
$ 7,058,800.00
$ 7,068,800.00
$ 7,078,800.00
$ 7,088,800.00
$ 7,098,800.00
$ 7,108,800.00
$ 7,168,800.00
$ 3,574,400.00
$ 5,321,600.00
$ 7,068,800.00
$ 8,816,000.00
$ 10,563,200.00
$ 12,310,400.00
$ 14,057,600.00
$ 5,331,600.00
$ 7,108,800.00
$ 8,886,000.00
$ 10,663,200.00
$ 12,440,400.00
$ 14,217,600.00
$ 15,994,800.00
$ 17,772,000.00

Current
New Design
Disassembly Assembly
Output Disassembly Assembly
Output Total Cost
Average Wait Average Wait
Average Wait Average Wait
Time (hrs)
Time (hrs)
Time (hrs)
Time (hrs)
12.9553
35.9158
19.4462
12.9553
11.9306
8.5528
7.7293
6.0593
6.0593
36.0558
15.6816
12.9553
13.2424
14.6032
14.6889
14.3153
13.0918
6.0593
3.2648
1.9633
1.24979876
1.087
0.6283
0.484
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74

Test
Test 18
Test 19

Cost per Unit
over 8yr period
$ 14,086.82
$ 46,680.52

Cost per Unit
Diff between
per year
Current
New
current and new
$
1,760.85
4.7638 10.1337
5.3699
$
5,835.06 2.56630517
6.7802
4.21389483
Diff of columns 2.19749483
3.3535
1.15600517

